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Abstract Helical structures offer exciting properties and are utilized in numerous applications ranging from biotechnology to displays to medicine. Elucidation of resonance effects in helical structures that provides crucial information on molecular packing beyond positional ordering often remains a challenge due to limited availability of characterization techniques. This limits our understanding of the molecular self-assembly that dictates macroscopic properties. Liquid crystals that are routinely utilized in display industry comprise of helical structures. In this article, we examined the manifestation of resonance effects in twist bend nematic (NTB), smectic A (SmA) and crystalline phases via tender resonant X-ray scattering (TReXS) at sulfur K-edge. While SmA layering peak is partially resonant, scattering peak of NTB is purely resonant visible only near S K-edge. The difference is attributed to the periodic molecular orientation variation with weak electron density modulation. We further demonstrate that the energy-dependence of such scattering peak arising from pure orientation variation scales with the sum of fc2(E) and fcc2(E), corresponding to the correction to dispersion and absorption respectively, while the resonant contribution in sulfur-containing SmA scales with fc(E), and is a first order perturbation to the relatively strong non-resonant peak from electron density modulation. We anticipate TReXS will open new avenues in exploration of complex orientational structures in chemistry, biology, and materials science both in static as well as realistic sample environments, such as under mechanical shearing, electric/magnetic field, chemical or optical stimuli. 
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   Self-assembled hierarchical structures have emerged as an important class of advanced functional materials due to their superior optical, mechanical, electrical and hydrophobic properties and are found both in natural and artificial systems. Helical structures, in particular, such as DNA, form the basis of life and are at the core of genetic engineering. Liquid crystals (twist bend nematic - NTB - phase specifically) has garnered significant attention in the recent years due to its fascinating helical structure1-13 with potential applications in electro-optical devices14-17.  Formation of helicoidal structures from achiral molecules is one of the prominent features of the NTB phase and helicity is one of the key structural parameters. Broadly speaking, processes that involve symmetry breaking form the core of many natural phenomena and have attracted a lot of interest. These materials are characterized by helical pitch, molecular orientation, bond/orbital ordering of individual chemical bonds and such materials often comprise of rich palette of diverse elements, such as C (carbon), S (sulfur), K (potassium), N (nitrogen), O (oxygen), P (phosphor), Na (sodium), Si (Silicon), etc. Conventional X-ray scattering techniques that rely on spatial electron density fluctuations to provide structural details cannot provide essential information on complex bond orientation or molecular orientation. However, it is crucial to develop an in-depth understanding, e.g. spatial variation of molecular orientation, bond orientation, or molecular orbital orientation, of self-assembly of fundamental building blocks in complex hierarchical structures to advance our current knowledge of the field. This will further enable us to design smart materials with exceptional performance that do not exist in nature.  Resonant X-ray scattering, also known as anomalous X-ray scattering, overcomes the limitations associated with conventional X-ray scattering by taking advantage of the tunable, often enhanced, scattering power near elemental absorption edges and provides important structural information, such as counterion distribution in DNA/protein conjugates18, 19, morphology in multi-component copolymers20, mean molecular orientations at the interfaces of polymer blends21, 22. Tender Resonant X-ray scattering (TReXS) at Sulfur K-edge was successfully applied to discover smectic-C* variants23, 24 in the past. Recently, Resonant Soft X-ray scattering (RSoXS) at carbon K-edge has been demonstrated to be an unique and effective tool to directly probe variations in periodic bond orientation in the NTB phase25, 26 as well as twisting of periodic layers in the bent-core B4 helical nanofilaments27, nature of double twist cylinders in blue phases,28 and other novel phases29-31. Despite the promise of utilization of resonant X-ray scattering to decipher orientationtal order that is beyond mean orientation, the field has largely been unexplored due to limited 
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access to such instruments and the challenges in data interpretation.  Since tender x-ray range covers K-edges (and L-edges) of many important elements such as Na, Mg, P, S, Cl, Si, K, Ti, further development of tender X-ray scattering offers great promise for exploration of complex structures including biomaterials, battery materials, porous metal organic framework, with natural presence of these above elements.  In this letter, we apply TReXS at S K-edge to examine the smectic A (SmA), crystalline and NTB liquid crystal phases, and demonstrate that scattering from NTB and SmA phases exhibit distinct energy dependence, which is further attributed to the differences in their fundamental structures. Specifically, NTB peaks behave as purely resonant owing to pure bond orientation variation, whereas SmA peaks are partially resonant due to layering. Furthermore, we demonstrate that the dramatic intensity variation in NTB scattering peak near S K-edge resonance is driven by the strong energy dependence of complex molecular scattering form factors, f(E)=f0+fc(E)+ifcc(E).  Our findings will provide a novel route to obtain key structural information related to bond orientation in a broad class of natural/artificial hierarchical materials.  
 Two kinds of liquid crystals were investigated and their phase sequences are listed in Figure 1. The first one is the cyanobiphenyl (CB) dimers with sulfur atom(s) presenting at the linkers of molecules (CBSnSCB (n = 7) and CBSnOCB (n =5 and 7)), exhibiting the NTB phase32. The second material (FBTBT) is newly synthesized according to the reported method33 exhibiting SmA phase and has sulfur atoms located in the aromatic cores. 4’-Octyl-4-biphenylcarbonitrile (8CB) molecule that possess a rod-like shape as FBTBT but contains no sulfur atoms, was used as a SmA reference. TReXS and absorption spectroscopy measurements were performed at the beamline 5.3.1 at the Advanced Light Source, Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory. The X-ray beam energy was tuned around the S K-edge, 2472 eV, with a channel cut double-bounce silicon monochromator. A two-dimensional Pilatus detector (300K, Dectris, Inc.) was used to collect the scattering patterns, which were subsequently converted to one-dimensional line profiles using the Nika software package34. The scattering patterns were viewed with Xi-Cam Interface35 at the beamline. The sample-detector distance was tuned between 488 mm and 250 mm to access relevant q range. The beam centers and the sample-to-detector distances were calibrated using silver behenate and 8CB smectic A. X-ray absorption spectra were measured with a photodiode in transmission mode.  The practical energy resolution is about 1 eV. To reduce air attenuation, the sample chamber was kept in a helium gas environment. 
The NTB phase of CBS7SCB exhibited a single scattering peak at wave vector q = 0.072 Å-1, which is only visible near the S K-edge (Fig.2a) and corresponds to the helical pitch of the NTB phase. The helical pitch in all NTB compounds 
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increased (decrease in the value of q) as the temperature is increased towards the NTB-N transition (Fig.2b). The helical pitch is reversible on heating and cooling. Remarkably, the peak intensity was observed to increase dramatically when the X-ray energy is increased towards the S K-edge (Fig.2a). The peak intensity reduced abruptly right after the S K-edge, which is often simply attributed to the increase in absorption of resonant atoms (SI). All NTB materials examined in this study exhibited strong energy dependence of the scattering peak intensity (SI). This observation is qualitatively similar to the one noticed in NTB in CB7CB25, 26 as well as B4 helical nanofilaments in NOBOW27 at C K-edge and NTB in RM1058 at S K-edge36. However, the energy-dependence of such ‘forbidden’ scattering peak originating from periodic bond orientation variation has never been accounted for quantitatively.  The SmA phase of FBTBT, which has two sulfur atoms in the molecular structure, exhibited one peak at q = 0.214 Å-1 regardless of the X-ray energy (Fig. 2c) corresponding to a d - spacing (=2S/q) of 29.3 Å, which is very close to the extended molecular length (31.3 Å, obtained using Materials Studio), confirming that this peak has its origin from electron density modulation perpendicular to the plane of the layers. Interestingly, the peak intensity decreased noticeably at the S K-edge. We further measured 8CB containing no sulfur in the SmA phase as a reference to verify that the reduction in intensity is associated with the resonant sulfur atoms. A scattering peak was observed at q = 0.20 Å-1, which is in good agreement with the previously reported smectic layer spacing in 8CB37, and the peak intensity remained relatively stable with small fluctuations (Fig. 2d). Clearly, the dip in the SmA peak intensity at S K-edge observed in FBTBT is related to resonant sulfur atoms, although the nature of such behavior seemed fundamentally different from the dramatic increase in NTB peak at S K-edge (Fig. 2a,c).  The crystal phase of FBTBT exhibited several scattering peaks at 35 oC. Notably, the three peaks observed at q = 0.109 Å-1, 0.118 Å-1 and 0.131 Å-1 have qualitatively similar energy-dependence as observed in SmA with an intensity dip at S K-edge (Fig. 2e, low angle). The peak observed at q = 0.325Å-1 (Fig. 2e, high angle, the peak on the right) has striking resemblance to the NTB phase and is observed only in the vicinity of S K-edge (SI). The peak present at q = 0.217Å-1 contains mixed features from both the SmA and NTB phases, i.e. the peak is visible even far away from the S K-edge, however, the peak intensity also increased dramatically when approaching the edge. Since the examination of detailed crystal structure is not the primary focus of this work, we will now focus on the more representative energy-dependence behavior in the SmA and NTB phases. We adapted the scattering intensity expression18 represented in Eq. 1 to understand the nature of resonant scattering in the NTB and SmA phases, wherein the complex scattering form factor is given by f(E)=f0+fc(E)+ifcc(E) and 
v(q) represents the spatial distribution of resonant species independent of X-ray energy. This expression reveals that 
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the intensity measured near absorption edge consists of three parts: (1) the first term (F02(q)) denotes the non-resonant intensity that is measured from atoms far from their absorption edge; (2) the second term (2fc(E)F0(q)v(q)) corresponds to the cross term of the non-resonant and the resonant part and scales linearly with fc(E); Note that fc(E) is negative and accounts for the reduction in the effective number of electrons whereas the term f0+fc(E) contributes to scattering (SI). (3) the third term, (fc2(E) +fcc2(E))v2(q), is based on pure resonant scattering and scales with the sum of fc2(E) and fcc2(E).  
I0(q)=F02(q) + 2fc(E)F0(q)v(q) + (fc2(E) + fcc2(E))v2(q)       Eq. (1) 
Based on the experimental data provided in Fig. 2, integrated peak intensity for SmA and NTB phases as a function of X-ray energy was plotted in Fig. 3. Since 8CB contains no sulfur, its molecular form factors should exhibit a negligible dependence on energy around S K-edge, thus the observed small fluctuation in integrated intensity is attributed to background due to beamline optics (Fig. 3b). The SmA in FBTBT shows additional features in integrated intensity, i.e. a sharp intensity dip near S K-edge, besides the small fluctuation seen in 8CB. Clearly, the sharp dip at S K-edge is due to the sulfur atoms present in FBTBT (Fig. 3b). Given a large non-resonant F02(q) term in FBTBT SmA, the cross term in Eq. (1) contains the leading resonant contribution and therefore should be the main perturbation to the measured scattering intensity in Fig. 3b. To calculate the contribution of the cross term quantitatively, X-ray absorption spectra near S K-edge was measured to obtain the imaginary scattering form factor, fcc(E) from FBTBT (Fig. 3a) following P=2UNareOfcc/ma, where P is attenuation length, U is density, Na is the Avogadro constant, re is the classical electron radius, ma is the atomic molar mass, and O is the X-ray wavelength. Evidently, the experimental absorption spectra near the S K-edge (Fig. 3a) differs significantly from the simulation results using Henke atomic scattering factors database38, and the difference is attributed to the well-known limitation of Henke data due to the lack of fine spectral details to describe the absorption and dispersion near absorption edge. In organic molecules, both molecular orbital hybridization and specific local chemical environments, i.e. smectic liquid crystal vs crystalline lattice, affect the details in near-edge absorption spectra. Indeed, absorption spectra was observed to vary among different phases of e.g. SmA and crystalline of FBTBT (SI). The corresponding dispersive component, fc(E), in the SmA of FBTBT, was calculated from 
fcc(E) using Kramers-Kronig relation39, and that overlaps with the measured scattering intensity, I(E), reasonably well (Fig. 3b) indicating a strong evidence that the intensity drop at S K-edge in SmA is due to the second term in Eq. (1), which essentially scales with the energy dependence of the dispersive scattering form factor, fc(E).  In the case of NTB, non-resonant SAXS exhibited no peak at q = 2S/p, where p corresponds to the full helical pitch, suggesting that the non-resonant term F02(q) in Eq. 1 is negligible. Fig. 3d also indicates that the observed 
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scattering peak near S K-edge is due to pure resonance, which agrees with the NTB structural model that exhibits periodic bond orientation variation from screw axis. As reported previously, the precise description of bond orientation sensitivity and structure factor calculation typically requires a treatment of a second rank tensorial form factors28, 40-42, which can be modeled as a 3-by-3 matrix but in the simplest case is a diagonal matrix with only two unequal parameters, i.e. scattering form factor parallel, fpara, and perpendicular, fperp, to the molecular long axis or specific chemical bond (molecular orbital). Here, we assume a constant anisotropy in the scattering form factor, i.e. a constant ratio of fperp/fpara independent of X-ray energy and focus on the general quantitative energy-dependence of such anisotropy, which is responsible for the pure resonant peaks from orientation variation. Complex scattering factor, fc(E) and fcc(E) were computed from the measured absorption spectra. Fig. 3d indicates that the computed fc2(E)+fcc2(E) curve matches reasonably well with the measured peak intensity as a function of energy (except for a slight shift in the peak position), thus validating the hypothesis that the energy-dependence of the NTB peak intensity basically follows energy dependence of complex molecular scattering form factors. We note that a similar expression has been adopted for calculating compositional contrast in multicomponent polymeric systems43 but has not been extended to single component systems with strong orientational ordering such as liquid crystals, peptoids and biomaterials.  In conclusion, we have demonstrated distinct resonance effects in the scattering peaks of SmA and NTB phases in Fig 4. In the case of SmA, the leading resonant contribution is essentially a first order perturbation to non-resonant scattering contribution from smectic layering, and it scales with the dispersive correction fc(E). While in the case of NTB, the observed peak is purely resonant originating from periodic orientation variation and the energy-dependence of peak intensity scales with the sum of fc2(E) and fcc2(E). Our findings suggest a novel route to distinguish among pure resonant, partial resonant, and mixed cases quantitatively.  The ability to quantitatively separate pure resonant from partial resonant contributions in scattering may provide a unique tool to further investigate the polarization modulated structures in bent-core SmAPF44, the twist grain boundary smectics45, and to  distinguish between the twist bend nematic and twist splay nematic46 phases, the latter of which may involve both periodic orientation variation and electron density modulations. TReXS can be further extended to elucidate the complex hierarchical structures in biomaterials, battery materials, etc.  Resonant X-ray scattering at carbon K-edge has certain advantages especially for organic materials in which carbon is often the main composition. However, utilization of soft X-rays for structural examination is often associated with practical challenges. For example, (a) it requires sample environment to be maintained in a vacuum and sample thickness as thin as hundreds of nanometers due to its low penetration power (e.g. 200 nm attenuation length for 
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polyimide at 285 eV)38; (b) the existence of multiple carbon atoms in a single organic molecule may pose a limitation to decipher molecular-level interactions. The above complications may be circumvented to some extent by utilizing tender X-rays23, 47 or hard X-rays48, 49. Thus, a combination of these tools will open new avenues and offers great promise for exploration of complex orientational structures in chemistry50, 51, biology52, and materials science in realistic sample environments, such as under mechanical shearing53, electric/magnetic field, chemical or optical54 stimuli.   
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 Figure 1.  Molecular structures and phase diagrams of CBSnSCB, CBSnOCB, FBTBT and 8CB molecules, where n is 
the number of repeating -CH2- unit.  The dimers CBSnSCB and CBSnOCB were reported to exhibit NTB phase32. 
Newly synthesized sulfur-containing FBTBT exhibits SmA phase. 8CB without any sulfur was used as a reference for 
SmA. 
 
 
 Figure 2. Waterfall plots of (a) TReXS Energy scan of CBS7SCB NTB phase at 60oC indicates the presence of an 
energy dependent resonant peak at 0.072 Å-1. (b) Temperature scan of NTB phase at 2471eV upon cooling from 
90oC to 50oC of CBS7SCB.  Pitches decreased upon cooling from the nematic phase. (c), (d) Energy scans of SmA 
phase of FBTBT (with sulfur atoms) at 195oC and 8CB (without sulfur atoms) at room temperature, respectively. A 
sudden intensity dip is observed in the vicinity of S K-edge for FBTBT but not for 8CB. (e) Energy scan of FBTBT 
crystal phase at room temperature. Low and high angle regions were separated so that distinct features can be 
observed clearly. Peaks at low angle region were visible even far away from the S K-edge and hence considered 
non-resonant. The peak at 0.325 Å-1 is visible only in the vicinity of S K-edge and considered as pure resonant peak. 
The peak at 0.217 Å-1 exhibited combined features of both non-resonant and pure resonant peaks. Red lines 
correspond to the scattering at E=2741eV, slightly below S K edge. 
 
 Figure 3. (a) Imaginary scattering form factor (f’’) computed from experimental absorption spectra (red) taken in 
FBTBT SmA phase (at 195oC) and Henke atomic scattering factors database (blue) of FBTBT. Significant differences 
are observed around sulfur absorption edge (2472 eV). (b) The integrated intensity of SmA peak of 8CB (black), 
partially resonant SmA peak of FBTBT (red), and computed real dispersion correction (f’) (blue dash line) vs X-ray 
energy. For comparison, intensity of 8CB is scaled using a multiplier constant to match with the intensity of FBTBT 
at 2450 eV. A dramatic dip around S K-edge can be found for FBTBT from experimental result. The computed f’ 
shows a similar dip at S K-edge suggesting that the intensity dip in FBTBT arises from resonant sulfur atoms. (c) 
Computed imaginary dispersion correction (f’’) from absorption spectra (red) and Henke atomic scattering factors 
database (blue) of CBS7OCB at 90oC. (d) Computed scattering contrast (f’2+f’’2) and experimental integrated 
intensity vs X-ray energy of CBS7OCB NTB phase. Experimental data reaches its maximum at 2471eV with strong 
energy dependence. Intensity increased dramatically, i.e. by a factor of > 15 from 2464 to 2472eV. Both 
experimental and computed results exhibit similar trends around absorption edge except for a slight shift 
attributed to the instrumental resolution limitation.  
 
 
 
 
 
 Figure 4. Schematic depicting molecular arrangement in FBTBT SmA phase (left), CBS7SCB NTB phase (right) and 
the energy dependence of integrated intensity of NTB helix peak (red) and SmA layering peak (blue) from TReXS 
measurements (middle). The SmA peak, generated from electron density modulation r(U), is visible even far away 
from the S K-edge (blue). Resonant contribution from sulfur atoms in FBTBT manifests itself as a sharp dip at S K-
edge. On contrary, pure resonant signal in NTB phase, originating from the periodic rotation of dipoles (red), is 
visible only in the vicinity of S K-edge.  
 
